Oracy at Cramlington Village Primary School 2020-2021
Our vision for Oracy
At CVPS we want pupils:
●
To be confident, articulate and engaging speakers.
●
To develop their oracy in all curriculum and non-curriculum areas
●
To understand that oracy is important for success in school, academic success
and in life beyond education
Through oracy they will enhance their learning:
●
By teaching pupils to become more effective speakers and listeners
●
We empower them to better understand themselves, each other and the world
around them.
●
Improve their wellbeing and promote social equality
At CVPS we develop oracy skills in 4 key areas: physical, linguistic, cognitive and social &
emotional.
●
Physical is making yourself heard, using your voice and body as an instrument.
●
Linguistic is knowing which words and phrases to use, and using them.
●
Cognitive is the deliberate application of thought to what you are saying.
●
Social and emotional is engaging with the people around you; knowing you have
the right to speak.
‘Oracy is what the school does to support the development of children's capacity to use
speech to express their thoughts and communicate with others, in education and in life.'
Professor Robin Alexander. 'Talk is the most powerful tool of communication in the
classroom and it's fundamentally central to the acts of teaching and learning.' Professor
Frank Hardman.

Theory and Research
Oracy is the ability to articulate ideas, develop understanding and engage with others
through spoken language. There has been a great deal of research into the impact of
quality oracy. 'Leaving education without adequate speaking skills is a serious blight on
young people's lives and a major handicap when they're looking for work.' Katja Hall, D
Director CBI. Employers rank verbal communication as the most important skill for
employees yet on average, teachers do 90% of the talking with individual students saying
approximately four words per lesson.' R Page 2005.
In areas of deprivation 50% of children start school with below average language skills. By
the age of 3, children from privileged families hear 30 million more words than children
from underprivileged backgrounds. At CVPS we want to narrow that gap and provide all
children with opportunities to become confident and articulate speakers as well as to
enhance their learning. 'Over 20 major international studies make it clear that the quality of
talk within a classroom raises standards.' Prof Robin Alexander.
The EEF (Education Endowment Foundation) have found that oral language interventions
which focus on spoken language and verbal interaction in the classroom benefit all pupils.
Some studies show slightly larger effects for younger children and pupils from
disadvantaged backgrounds. A focus on oral language skills will have benefits for both
reading and writing.
We currently use the following organisation to support us in planning and developing our
Oracy curriculum: Voice 21 https://voice21.org/ and CVPS signed up as a Voice 21 Partner
School in 2019.

How do we implement Oracy at CVPS?
Oracy is taught across all the curriculum subjects.
We follow 6 non-negotiables:
●
●
●
●
●
●

We face the person or people we are speaking to with our bodies.
We always give eye contact when we speak to another person.
We "rise and shine" when we are asked to speak.
We use our sentence starters whenever possible.
We always use key vocabulary from our vocabulary pyramids / walls.
We always ask for clarification when we don't know what a word means.

Children work in a range of groupings: pairs, trios, nest, circle, onion, fishbowl, traverse.
Within each group children have differing roles which focus on key oracy skills. These roles
include Instigator, Challenger, Builder, Clarifier, Prober and Summariser.
At CVPS children are taught how to talk effectively as well as learning through talk. We
have clear scaffolds for talk including sentence stems, talk role cards and discussion rules
agreed in each class.
Exploratory talk is typical of the early stages of approaching something new. At this point
exploratory talk is hesitant and incomplete. It gives the pupil opportunities to try out ideas,
to hear how they sound, to see what others make of them and to arrange information and
ideas into different patterns. It is concerned with the pupil organising their own thoughts.
(Barnes 1992)
Presentational talk is where the speaker focuses on adjusting the language, content and
manner to the needs of an audience.

Through high quality oracy pupils learn through talk and to talk. This is when pupils develop
and deepen their subject knowledge and understanding through talk in the classroom,
which has been planned, designed, modelled, scaffolded and structured to enable them to
learn the skills needed to talk effectively.
There is a balance between direct instruction and interactive dialogue. Teachers ask
questions which encourage pupils to take extended turns to express their thoughts and
reveal their misunderstandings. There is a balance between teacher led activities and
collaborative learning.
How do we assess the impact of oracy on our pupils?
By the end of their time at CVPS we want the impact of oracy on pupils to be:
●
●
●
●
●
●

increased confidence
improved academic outcomes
greater wellbeing
students equipped to thrive in life beyond school
narrow the gaps
promote social equity

Children are assessed against the 4 strands: cognitive, linguistic, physical and social &
emotional, through a range of oracy experiences including exploratory and presentational
talk, to varying audiences (from peers to strangers) and from a small to large scale
audience.
Click here to view. Oracy Assessment Grids

Oracy Progression Maps

